
Cardinal 
Ridge 

4th Grade Fabulous 

February News! 

Happy Valentine’s Day! 
Friday, February 14th

Please refer to a weekly 
communication from your scholar's 

teacher for more details.

* If your child's class is exchanging
valentines, please make sure that each 

student is included when putting 
cards together. 

Also, no candy or food should be 
exchanged.  Alternatives could 

include pencils, erasers, stickers, etc. 

School News 

February is Black History Month

Honor and celebrate the achievements of 
black women and men in our local, 

national and global history.  
For more about Black History Month:

https://www.history.com/topics/black-
history/black-history-month

~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~
Bingo Night!

Cardinal Ridge Elementary School Gym 
Thursday, February 27th from 6-7:30PM 

4th grade seeking donations related to 
STEM:  (Ex: Kinex, Robotics, STEM activity 

sets).  Drop off at front office. 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~

Field Trip Payments are due March 1st 
http://osp.osmsinc.com/loudouva/

Be sure to select Cardinal Ridge 
Elementary School & your student's 

teacher!

School Holiday: February 17th, 2019

Please plan accordingly

Looking Ahead: 

Monday Tuesday Wednesday Thursday Friday 

3 4 5 6 7

ρ0

President’s 

Day 

No School 

11 ρ2

Valentine's 
Day 

  13 14

17 18 19 20 ς1

24   ς5 ς6   27

Reminder: March ρst is the deadline for 
Field Trip Permission Forms & Payments

February 2020

  ς8

Go Red Wings!! 

February Character  Trait: 
Friendship

Check out the article on the next page!

Principal's 
Coffee

Bingo 
Night @ 
CRE

VA Studies  VS7: Civil War. Please 
complete provided study guides to 
prepare for the unit test. 
Math Fractions. Practice at home. 
Science Next unit on Plants.
Reading  Research and note taking. 
Writing  Write a four-chapter 
informational book focused on the 
American Revolution.
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Friendship Lessons for All Ages & Stages
Learn what to expect when it comes to your child's interpersonal relationships
with peers, and the best ways to help those friendships flourish.

By Scholastic Parents Staff 

As parents, our hearts melt when we witness affection between children, because we know it's

fundamental to all good human relationships. But like adult love, childhood friendship is not a

bed of roses. There are many stages in the development of friendship and many conflicts that

loom in the future. All children will experience meanness, betrayal, and teasing. And all children

will show bad judgment at times, and will hurt others.

Experiencing all the aspects of friendship — the good and the bad — is a natural part of your

child's social learning and growing process, as painful as it may seem at times. Take heart: he will

learn how to make and keep friends, as well as how to be a good friend, with your guidance and

support. However, you do not have to teach him about friendship. Children naturally recognize

that good friendship is reciprocal, affectionate, and reliable. They teach the rules of reciprocity,

mutuality, and equity to one another through interactions in play. Your child doesn't need you to

manage his social life, but he does need you to provide a steady, supportive environment for his

social experimentation.

The Stages of Friendship

Your baby is capable of choosing a friend as soon as she can get off your lap and crawl around.

While babies' early friendships are generally restricted to relatives or children of their parents'

close friends, research has shown that in group child care, children as young as 12 months do

make independent friendship choices (demonstrated by the time they spend sitting next to their

playmates).

From ages 1 to 3, physical attraction and mutual liking is the basis of friendship, but toddlers are

not capable of sustaining coordinated play. They sit close by one another playing individually —

something known as parallel play. To support your child's growing friendships at this age, simply

http://www.scholastic.com/home/
https://www.scholastic.com/parents/experts-and-contributors/scholastic-parents-staff.html
https://www.scholastic.com/parents/school-success/school-life/social-life-friendship/first-fast-friendships.html
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provide opportunities to be with other children, and help resolve occasional conflicts.

Between the ages of 4 and 7, mutual, reciprocal play is the glue of friendship. Children become

increasingly able to generate complex fantasy games, taking on roles, giving one another

directions, and sharing leadership.

By around age 7, conversation becomes central to friendship. The discussions tend to be about

what you have to do to get along in school, to be "cool," to gain social acceptance, and to avoid

getting in trouble. Keeping secrets from adults also begins at this stage. While these are not

deeply revealing or meaningful to adults (they're usually about who has a "boyfriend" or did

something embarrassing at school), they feel intensely exposing to a child.

In middle school, that intimate, self-disclosing relationship that we know as "adult" friendship

actually begins. Twelve year olds begin to share real confidences with their friends: their fears,

their fantasies, the dysfunction in their parents' marriage. Middle schoolers really begin to open

their hearts to each other, which is one reason why friendships can feel like a matter of life-and-

death. At this acutely self-conscious age, when one's new identity as a person separate from the

family is just beginning to form, betrayal by a friend can feel overwhelming.

The Power of the Group

Young children quickly realize that, by forming a duo or a small group, they can have a strong

impact on others. They want to choose their type of play and their playmates. If their play is

consistently attractive to others, they may soon recognize that they are popular, so they will

declare that they have formed a "club."

Kindergarteners' "clubs" might last for a day or two, but group membership is fluid. By 3rd and

4th grade, however, group membership is much more fixed and the issue of who's "in" and who's

"out" is carefully enforced by the social leaders — the "popular kids." By late elementary school,

there is a social ladder in every classroom, with the very popular children (15 percent) on top, the

accepted group (45 percent) next, followed by the average group (20 percent) and the

unclassifiable group (20 percent).

PLUS: See Books About Friendship

Support Your Child's Friendships

There is a certain amount of normal social pain in childhood. It is part of learning about the

complexity of social relationships. You may feel a bit helpless and bewildered when your child's

social life becomes more intricate and shifts — when old friends are dropped or when new ones

(some of them not to your liking) are added. But remember that you gave your child her first

https://www.scholastic.com/parents/family-life/social-emotional-learning/families-relationships/books-friendship.html
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lessons about reciprocity in the first 3 years of life, and you still have an important role as her

most trusted adult. If you focus on listening to your child and being open-minded about her

friendship experiences, she will continue to turn to you in times of joy and trouble.

Here are some strategies you can use to help your child learn to be a good friend and deal with

difficult social situations when they arise.

Worry a little less. Most kids figure out friendship and group life pretty well. Most will get over

the inevitable upsets, rejections, and betrayals without terrible scars. But even those with

scars have a chance to heal as they grow up and find new opportunities for friendship, love,

and acceptance.

Provide subtle encouragement. You can provide a great deal of direction, modeling, and

support, but most of the time it should be invisible. For example, your kindergartener may be

drawn to another child during the school day but not know how to transfer that friendship

into out-of-school hours. Ask if he would like to invite that friend over for a playdate. Try to

make space for play in the house, somewhere where he can entertain a friend. If your child is

going to have friends, he has to have permission to be a host. Likewise, he needs permission

to visit other children's homes; this will send the message that you want him to pursue

friendships.

Model empathy and reciprocity. The two most important building blocks of friendship are the

ability to take another person's point of view, and the willingness to share. Teach empathy by

demonstrating it yourself.

Show inclusion. Invite people into your home, treat them with respect, have fun with them,

and tell your child why you value your friends. If new people move into the neighborhood,

invite them over for a cookout. This helps your child learn to welcome newcomers in school.

Know where your child stands in the group. If you suspect she is lonely or is having trouble

socially, talk with her teacher. Teachers know what goes on in school and can offer insight.

You need to know if your child has habits that annoy other children so you can help her. If

she is popular, help her be a positive leader and use her power wisely.

Provide a wide range of friendship and group opportunities. Be sure your child has

opportunities for forming friendships. If he seems isolated at school, he might need another

group in which to find a friend: a church group, a scout troop, or an after-school arts or

sports class.

Hold your child accountable for her behavior. Teasing, bullying, gossiping, and exclusion all

violate our moral beliefs. If you see your child hurting another child, call her on it. Help her

recognize that it's wrong and help her put a stop to it.

https://www.scholastic.com/parents/family-life/parent-child/kids-toughest-friendship-issues-solved.html
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Avoid going back to school yourself. Don't gossip, don't compare, and don't try to identify

villains and angels. Parents rarely have complete and accurate information about the social

lives of children in school.

Listen to your child. Be available when he wants to talk about his social life. Acknowledge the

difficulties and accept the complexities. Don't overreact and don't try to solve every problem.

When I ask children, "What's the most helpful thing your parents do?" they always give me

some variation on the following: "My mom listens. She just listens." Even for young children, it

is more important for you to listen than to give them strategies, though they are more open

to advice than older children.

When Children Are at Risk

While it's upsetting to hear that your child is being excluded, if she falls into her class's accepted

group there's no reason to worry. The children in this group — 80 percent of all children —

almost certainly have at least one friend, which protects them from experiencing long, lonely

days in school.

It is the bottom 20 percent of the children on the social ladder (the unclassifiable group) that

psychologists worry about. These children may have no friends at all. They fall into three

categories: neglected children (5 percent); controversial children (5 percent); and rejected

children (10 percent). Neglected children tend to be very shy, very close to their families, and

good students. They don't attract much attention from their peers. Controversial children may

have some traits that their peers like, but they also have annoying habits — being a poor sport or

having poor hygiene, for example. Rejected children are either overly aggressive from the start

and react to being rejected with more aggression, or they become depressed and withdrawn.

Teachers, administrators, and parents have an obligation to help these children. Controversial

children need to be coached to give up their annoying habits; rejected, angry children may need

counseling. Parents have to help their children find friendships in other venues: youth groups,

sports teams, community service projects, or with cousins and neighbors.

School administrators can make a huge difference in the lives of at-risk children, so be sure to

talk to them about help they can offer. For example, they might be able to arrange friendship

groups that help isolated children connect with a friend. Just six to eight meetings of such a

group can have a significant positive impact. Administrators should also implement anti-bullying

policies and train teachers to create a socially safe environment in the classroom.

It only takes one real friend to alleviate the worst aspects of loneliness.



Questions to Ask
Your Child to Help
Prepare for the Test

SOL Essential Questions:
• What conflicts developed
between the Northern and
Southern states, in the years
following the American
Revolution, and led to the Civil
War?
• Why did Virginia secede from
the Union?
• How did West Virginia become
a state?
• What major Civil War battles
were fought in Virginia?
• Who were some of the leaders
of the Civil War?
• How were whites, enslaved
African Americans, free African
Americans, and American Indians
affected by the Civil War?

What Are We Studying Now?
When America split apart, Virginia was at the heart of the

fight. This chapter will develop students’ understanding of
the issues that divided our nation and Virginia—issues that
lead to the Civil War. It discusses the economic differences,
secession, the battlegrounds, Virginia leaders, and the effect
on Virginians.

Places to Visit to Enhance Learning
• Visit any Civil War battlegrounds in your community.
Learn the story of what happened there.
• American Civil War Center at Historic Tredegar in
Richmond
• Mariners’ Museum in Newport News
• Museum of the Confederacy in Richmond
• Pamplin Historic Park in Petersburg
• Stratford Hall in Stratford
• Virginia War Museum in Newport News

Talk About It!
• Discuss the economic and social differences in life today
between northern and southern Virginia as well as eastern
and western Virginia.
• Hold a family debate about the morality and tactics of
John Brown and Nat Turner.
• As you’re driving around town, point out any places that
were named after people or events in the war.
• If you had relatives who participated in the war, share the
stories, photos, or memorabilia in the family.
• Ask your child what he or she would do right now if
Virginia had plans to secede from the United States. Share
your thoughts as well. Then ask what your child would have
done if your family lived here in the 1860s.
• As you pass battlegrounds around the state, ask your
child what his or her impressions are of the land and what
happened there.

CHAPTER
SEVEN:

THE
CIVIL WAR

R E P R O D U C I B L E 9 0

Parent
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a) identifying the events and differences
between Northern and Southern states that
divided Virginians and led to secession,
war, and the creation of West Virginia.
• The economy in the northern part of the
United States was more industrialized, while in
the southern part it was agricultural and relied
more on slave labor.
• Northern states wanted the new states created
out of the Western Territory to be “free states,”
while the Southern states wanted the new states
to be “slave states.”
• Nat Turner led a revolt against plantation
owners in Virginia.
• Abolitionists campaigned to end slavery.
• Harriet Tubman supported a secret route that
escaped enslaved African Americans took; it
became known as the “Underground Railroad.”
• John Brown led a raid on the United States
Armory (Arsenal) at Harpers Ferry, Virginia. He
was trying to start a slave rebellion. He was
captured and hanged.
• After Abraham Lincoln was elected President
of the United States in 1860, some Southern
states seceded from the Union and formed the
“Confederate States of America.” Later Virginia
seceded and joined them.
• Conflict grew between the eastern counties of
Virginia that relied on slavery and western
counties that did not favor slavery.
• Many disagreements between the two regions
of the state led to the formation of West
Virginia.

b) describing Virginia’s role in the war,
including identifying major battles that
took place in Virginia.
• The first Battle of Bull Run (or Manassas)
was the first major clash of the Civil War.
Confederate General Thomas “Stonewall”
Jackson played a major role in this battle.
• General Robert E. Lee, Commander of the

Army of Northern Virginia, defeated Union
troops at Fredericksburg, Virginia.
• Richmond was the capital of the Confederacy.
It fell to General Ulysses S. Grant and was
burned near the end of the war.
• Lincoln used the Union navy to blockade
Southern ports. An important sea battle between
the Monitor (Union) and the Merrimack
(Confederate), two iron-clad ships, took place in
Virginia waters near Norfolk and Hampton. The
battle was fought to a draw.
• The Civil War ended at Appomattox Court
House, Virginia, where Confederate General
Robert E. Lee surrendered his army to Union
General Ulysses S. Grant in April 1865.

c) describing the roles played by whites,
enslaved African Americans, free African
Americans, and American Indians.
• Most white Virginians supported the
Confederacy.
• The Confederacy relied on enslaved African
Americans to raise crops and provide labor for
the army.
• Some free African Americans felt their limited
rights could best be protected by supporting the
Confederacy.
• Most American Indians did not take sides
during the Civil War.

Essential Knowledge for Chapter Seven (VS.7)
The student will demonstrate knowledge of the issues that divided our nation

and led to the Civil War by:
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